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The cnstant advance of medical technology fuels ever
increasing expectatis fOf the healthi srvice by the
public. During much of the history of the NHS hre
has been steady real growth in health funding, and
consequendy it has been possibe to asimilate innovatin as it occurred. In rcnt years, however, strict
finandal limits have boen imposed. This financial
discipline must lead to choic being madebetwen
optionsfordeveonent ofservcs on the bas of ir
and their value for
likely benefit to de
money. Hitherto it has been dflicult for those conm to control innovaton,
cerned in d
particulary the so called "creeping developments'
initiated usually by dinicians on the basis of change
and advance in practice. These lead to unobserved
incremental changes in a serviace that then takes on an
unanticipated formandmay generate unplanned costs.
Impl e of the r m
ations of the NHS
review, with is phasis on obtaining good services,
value for money, and greater ct accounblity by
dinicans should ead to changes in health
t
and clinical practice th may injcct a greater degree of
atinality into health planning. Such will be the case
only if rpa planning systmsre available to
both managers and clinicians.
We believe that choices should be made exlicitly
and, as far as possibe, nally for only in this way
may the balace of funded innovation remain in the
best interests of the communi. We recognise that the
betwe options can entail
prcess Of
c parsons of unlike tings-for e le, ding xpensive treatments for hg cancer or providing
better c fciitis for the menUlly handicpped.
The choice between proposals in different ialties
must ncssarily entail personal idelies and competing value systms, hence it would be naive to offer
some supposedly rational calculus of choic. An
t aspects of
acknowledgement that some m
decision making do not possess an easily psulated
ratiality and therefore cannot be redIucd to an
algorithm, however, does not mean that other key
elements may not be tackled on agreed lines with
criteria likely to be accePtable to most ideological
stances. At the least the political process, in which
prssure groups operate, can
competing
be made more cnsnant with the inters of society
by explicating the factors in the decision making
process. Theeeentof deisionmakingwhere ther is
likely to be connsus is the criterion of worth for
options-that is, whether a teant is of proved
efficacy; whether it is cos effective; and wheTher it is
likely to be acceptable to patients.
pm
Two major flaws exist in the machin for consideation of possible innovations. Firsly, there is
rarely a structr that allows pallel as dstinct from
sequntial idaion of suggsions that must
compete for a limited sum of money. Currently
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proposals are usually funded as they arse so that once
resources dry up a new idea, however good, may be
seriouslydelayed or abandoned. Secondly, no a p
format exists for submitting an innovative pro al
that allows its proper evaluation.
Tese difficulties can be dealt with by adapti the
model used for the aswsesment of applications to
organisations that fund research. Here a tranche of
proposals is uslly considered at the time after a
given closing date. Once those that are obviously
unsatisfactory have been discarded the remainder will
be grded both on hnical merit by using an agreed
scale and on enal considerations such as their
perceived importance. This proces ofien entails
critical appraisal by an outside rviewer or referee and
ig and resubmissi of the applimay require r
cation perhaps with the help of the grant giving body.
A similr process can and -should be used for the
assessment and analysis of mnovatory proposals. Once
the proposal has received the favourable advice and
J2inon at*on of a disinterested reviewer it goes for
consideration for funding, and the competing proposals; the overall strtegy of the reion, distrit, or
unit; and the available budget are takn intozcnsideration. The rviewer's task will be
consuming and
call on several skills and perhaps resources. The same
is true for gerang propols in a satsfactory form,
and initial money must be available to enable bids for
innovation to be initiated.
The second flaw -the absence of a satisfactory frame
or che -can be takled in the e way. Most
applications for fiuding must be su d in a
standard form and
iy anwer questions on
mhods and costs. A simiar process should be applied
to requests for innovation. Some farm of list or
teplate is required. We sugge one based on theneed
to have a clar descriptn of the proposal; goals and
expected outcomes that encompass not only biological
indices (for ample, enhanced life e
) but
also quality of life, aptability to patients and social
impact; and an inditon ofpossible hazards. Further
sections should cover capil and runnig costs; existing evidence for benefit derived from the work of the
prposer or from elsewherime scale; and the
methods by which the project is to be studied so that it
can be either expa d or, given certain information,
cut back or abandoned (see apdix for outline of
checklist).
The criteria and headings we present am not new,
but they are rarely applied systematically in decision
making. We suggest that the klist aoach gains
particular power when it is policy that all cases for
innovation follow a format that requir acknowledgement of the checklist and a serious attempt to answer
all the questions. In a given context cerain items may
be inapplile but even so the proponents of innovation should advance argument for exemption. Thus the
cecklist can not only help in strucLtun decision
making but also serve as a guide to the proponents
about the kind of evidence they must assemble to have
A IF
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Procedures for evaluatg innovatory proposals

Diuion
Ourmodel.for the assessment of innvations and the
relationships of clinicians, management, and advisory
professionals may seem somewhat ideaised. We
believe that a move toward some minimum standard
for the quality of the wholly rational element of the
evaluation of innovation would, however, encourage
more productive cooperation. The role of the reviewer
would certainly be new in the health service but it
could serve to sharpen everyone's thought processes.
This might be a role predominantly though not
exclusively for public health physicians as they are the
only group currently to be found in all health distnrcts
who have some formal training in epidemiology,
n t. They would, however,
statistics, and
need help from those with the relevant technical
knowledge in other specialties. They might act as
reviewers for neighbouring health authon'ties rather
than their own and be advisers to the proponents of
innovation within their own authorities.
Our proposals offer the prospect of improving an
important aspect of planning in the health service to
the benefit of patients, health care professionals,
managers, and policy makers. They would take the
pressure off policy makers to respond hastily and
perhaps inappropriately to orchestrated demands from
powerful internal and external interest groups; all
proposals no mater what their source would be subject
to the same rigorous scrutiny and the grounds for
implementation or rejection could be made epficit.
Furthermore they could be fed back to those who want
to innovate much as referee's comments on grant
applications and papers submitted to journals are
(sometimes) fed back to applicants and authors. Like
all innovations our suggestions should be subject to
debate, a pilot study, and evaluation. Ideally they
should be tested in various units, districts, and regions
throughout the country.
We are grateful to the members of the North Western
Regional Heath Authority Medical Committee and the
members of the Regional Service Effectiveness Working
Party for encouragement in this work.

Appdnl
TEMPLATE FOR CHECKLIST

(1) Describe clearly and concisely the proposal, indicating
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how its development differs from and is likely to enhance
current pratce (what does it do, to whom, how, why, etc).

(2) What, in detail, is the proposal intended to achieve?
(a) beneficiaries, group number, etc
(bi) demand-initial (numbers, cost); final (nwnbers,
cost, containment of demand?)
(c) benefits (pro*ected outcome)-quantification;
monitoring, assessment (change in life expectancy, quality of
life, morbidity, etc)

(d) problems/azads.
(3) What, in detail, ae the proected costs of the proposal?
(a) initial capital costs
(bL) staffing implication
(c) anticipated marginal costs invoked on expansion
(J) if demand exceeds this present proposal what is the
upper limit at which incresed capital and saffimg costs would
occur?
(e) will other developments be lot or deferred or altered
if this propoa is adopted?
(T will any savings accrue?
(4) What is the evidence that the proposa will provide
benefit?
(a) preliminary formal trial-was it randomised? Were
the following aspes adequate? (design, size, conduct,
analysis, interpretation); Was cost effectivenxss or cost
benefit assessed? Were the cnitea of cost, benefit, and
effectiveness appropriate to the presently envisaged realisation of the service? Do the findings of the trial justify the
assertions under (2) above and can thev be extrapolated to the
kind of populations for whom this sece is miended?If there
have been severa separate tnals, are the finding reproducible
and consistn? If not, how do the resuts affect the answers
given under (2) above?
(b) experience of implemntation elsewhere-Ha the
proposed innovation been practied esewhere? Is there
previously published or othrwise accessible work? What has
been leaned frm this experience? What changes, if any,
would be recommended for the present proposa? Was
the demand for this pracce contaied? What costs were
involved? Were the benefits consistent with thoe suggested
under (2) above?
(c) If the answers to (a) and (b) are negative or equivocal
-Should a formal study or trial be considered? Where should
the study be done? How would such a study be funded?
Should a decision on implemntatio be deferred until oher
people's findings are known?
(5) Are otherdevelopments, such as alternative methods of
treatment or care, likely to oveJake the current proposal?
Should these be considered before any impklmentation?
(6) If the proposal is adopted how is it to be evaluated for
(a) Oucome
(bL) Cost effectiveness
(c) Performance (relating to targets for continuation of

expenditure).
If the service is being introduced on a piot basis have criteria
been agreed for the circumstances in which ulimately the
serce might be withdrawn?
I Secretanes(f State for Heath, Wales, Notnher Ireland, and Scotand. Workmt
forPanems. London: HMSO, l99. Cmad555.)
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tz-uen effects

In this paperby Mr Simon J Day and Dr David F Grahamthe is
an authors' eror in exampk 2, whch describes usig the
nomogram for determining sampl size requi nts for two by
two factorial experiments. The description forthe main effects is
correct but the error lies in the description for the interaction.
Because the size of the ineraction effect is determned by a
contrast between four means and not two its variance is twice that
of the difference between the averal treatmnt mneans. So after
specifying the size of the clinically important interacton, proceed
with using the nomogram as described for con two grps
but note that the sample sizeaindied should now be doubld and
this is the sanple size required in each of the four subgroups.
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a fair chance of success. Cases for innovation should be
eligible for discussion at policy making levels (such as
board meetings of health authority managenent) only
afterthe checklist has been satisfactorily eompleted. In
consequence, propositions whose sole foundation is
anecdotal evidence, appeals to "authon'tv" or "clinical
freedom," the charismatic personality of the initiator,
and the games of academic bluff or managerial self
advancement would more easily be exposed and
challenged.
There remains the problem of that form of creeping
innovation that is based on change in treatment that
has been pioneered by using "soft" money. Such
developments can too readily reach a point where they
cannot-and from the clinical point of view sometimes
should not-be stopped even though the initial
support has run out. Obviously it is a managerial task
to be aware of such possibiliiies and to modulate and
incorporate inevitable innovatory change into the
system we have dkscribed.

